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ISSUES

Nearly 1000 of Xavier students' closest
relatives are coming to visit this weekend.
. To find.out more about this ultimate
family get-together,·see page 3. ·
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Crime: too close·to home
/

·Phones disconnected
On Friday, Oct. 20, from 7 p.m. until midnight, work will he
completed on Xavier's telephone system.
During this time, no incoming or outgoing calls will be able to
be completed. On-campus calls will not he affected.

Drinking and driving
Xavier stud~nt organizations will stage a mock DUI accident on Ledgewood Avenue, near the University Center, at 1
p.m., on Wednesday, Oct. 18. This event is intended to draw
attention to the dangers of alcohol abuse. The demonstration
·will involve mock injured parties as well as staged rescues by
the Cincinnati fire department, police department and Uni.:versity of Cincinnati Air Care.

Children's literature
Xavier University Library and Education Departments are
sponsoring a children's literature conference entitled, "Win~
dows to the World." The featured speakers will be author
Micha~) J. Rosen and peace advocate Libby Hostetler. The
central theme is using literature to enhance social awareness.
The conference fee is $30, which includes coffee, rolls, a box
lunch and an information packet. Students may register for
$15. For reservations, call Betty Porter at 745-4830 or 861-

5996.

Holocaust remembered
Xavier is hosting three events this fall in remembrance of
the Holocaust. The program, "From Holocaust to Life,"
begins with a sculpture exhibit by Alfred !fihor, a Holocaust
surviver from Oct.20-Nov.10 in the Xavier Art Gallery. An
artist's reception will he held Sunday, Oct. 22, from 2-5 p. in.
Gaµery hours are Monday through Friday, 12-4 p.m.
On Tuesday, Nov. 7, there will be a commemorative
service at 7:30 p:m. in Bellarmine Chapel. The service will
include readings, music and quiet reflections. A reception
will follow in the Nieporte Commons, CBA.
·
On Thursday, Nov: 9, the Rev. Stanislaw Musial, S.J.,
will deliver the Ecumenical Chair Lecture, "Fifty Years
After ... Some Reflections of a Polish Christian," at 7:30p.m.
in the University Center Theatre. Musial is an internationally known outspoken critic of anti-Semi~m in Poland. The
respondent will be Dr. Benny Kraut, director of the Judaic
Studies Program at the University of Cincinnati .. A reception will follow in the University Center. All of these events
are free and open to the public. To make reservations for the
cpmmemorative service and the Ecumenical Chair Lecture,
call 745-3231.

eompiled by Virsfnia Sutelifre

Ledgewood Avenue.
Previously, -the last
BY JEFF DAVIS
.
reported rape of a
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Xavier student occurred
in'I992.
Snider said as of
Sept. 25, there haye
The neighborhoods
been 40 homicides in the
surrounding Xavier's
greater
Cincinnati area.
cainpus· have been
Eight
have
been within a
"targets of robbery and
three
mile
radius
of
burglaries in 1995, and
Xavier's
campus.
recently Xavier students
* On Sept. 5, grocery
have been the victims of
store
owner Harry
these crimes.
Evert
was shot and
Off-campus crime
killed
during
a robbery
affecting Xavier students
at
1838
Dana
Avenue.
has increased dramati*
A
murder
was
cally from last year.
committed
on
Clinton
In 1994, Xavier's
Springs in Avondale.
Department of Safety.
Snider
said this murder
and Security reported
was
drug
related.
investigating one offAn
Evanston
teen
*
campus burglary (theft
was
shot
and
killed
in a
Flowers
adorn
the
1838
Dana
Avenue
grocery
from student's homes)
drug
related
murder.
store
where
owner
Harry
Evert
was
shot
and
compared to 6 so far in
* On July 14, a teen
killed during a robbery on Sept. 5.
1995.
was
killed fu an apparOff campus robberies
ent
argument
over drugs
or muggings have
at
3310
Montgomery
Road.
homicides.
increased from one in 1994 to 6
* On June 27, there was a
. in 1995.
Snider said most of the
drug
related shooting on 1940
people robbing and burglarizing
Many of these robberies
Clarion
Avenue. · '
are usually drug addicts and
have taken place along Dana
A one month old baby was
dealers who need the money for
Avenue, which has prompted
killed by. her 15 year old mother
their addiction.
Xavier to increase security in
onMay30.
Xavier Department of Safety
that area.
*On May 6 at 1608 Dexter,
and Security Chief Mike Couch
Dr. Ron Slepitza, vicea 14-year-old was shot and
said many of the streets
presideiit of Student Developkilled by a 15-year-old.
surrounding Xavier are
ment~ said the following
* On April 10 at 1055 St.
classified as high drug traffick· security precautions have been
Ledger Place, a 13-year-old was
ing areas by the Cincinnati
implemented on and around
Police Department.
killed in a drive-by shooting.
campus:
The murder was said to have
· Couch. said the Department
• An additional officer will
been gang related. Two arrests
of Safety and Security has a
be on foot patrol during the
map with all of the off-campus
have been made.
evening hours, walking
Snider said Xavier students
students on it: and severalof
between the classroom buildthese students live in the high
don't have anything to worry
ings on Winding Way and the
drug zones.
about as far as homicide goes,
South Lot.
because most of the murders
Although Xavier students
* Safety and Security 'Vill
extend patrols to include
are drug and gang related.
usually are not subjected to the
gruesome crimes, it doesn't
However, there is always the
Marion Avenue.
* Xavier officials will meet· mean it doesn't happen around. chance of being in the wrong
campus.
with Cincinnati Police and
place at the wrong time.
attend intelligence liriefings to
Xavier's Department of
learn of any safety concerns in
Last March, a Xavier
Safety and Security suggests
this area.
student was raped, robbed and
students take their safety
* Xavier has contracted
beaten at gun point as she went
seriously and become educated
with Cincinnati Police for an
to her car at her home on
on what to do in a situation
additional off-duty police
such as r~bbery or burglary.
officer and vehicle to patrol the
Information on how to avoid
area during major universitysituations and how to prevent
sponsored events on campus.
cl'ime is available through
*Ev,entually, the future
Xavier Safety and Security.
shuttle bus task force will run a
.,,. The department is located on
pilot service in the neighbor. the first floor of the University
hoods surrounding campus.
Center and can be reached by
Cincinnati Police Departcalling 745-1000.
ment Homicide Unit Commander Lt. Gregory Snider, is
in pharge of investigating
robberies, kidnappings and
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Families flock to campus this weekend
AMY ZYWINSKI
THE XAVIER NEwSIRE
Parents, ~a-ndparents,

ment, where it has
.remained.
Family Weekend is headed by
David Coleman,
the director of
Student Activities.
Under Coleman is
Tim Bessler 1_md a
committee of six
students.
Bessler is ·a
senior and has
been working on
the planning
committee for
three years.
Last year's
Fanlily Weekend was the
biggest so far in Xavier
history, ranging from 800-1000
people.
. T~s year is expected to
match, if not surpass last year.
When asked about this
year's crowd, Bessler said,
"Right now we have 700
people that have confirm_ed~
We are expecting the numbers
to .be anywherefrom 8001000."

BY

aunts and uncles, brothers and
sisters are all heading to
Cincinnati this Friday, Oct. 20
for Xavier's annual Family
Weekend.
This weekend allows students and their families to
experience the city as well as
Xavier's campus and pride.
Family Weekend is not a new
event at Xavier. The first
Family Weekend dates back to
1937, the ye~r the Parents Club
was first founded.
Focusing on the ideas of
loyalty, love, and mutual help,
the Parents Club, along with
Xavier Alumni formulated the
first of many Family Weekends.
The event was designed with
the intention of giving the
families a first hand view of
Xavier's facilities.
About seven years ago, the
task of planning and preparing
Family Weekend was moved to
the Office of StudentDevelop-

Each day is filled with
activities that are directed
towards all age groups. One of
the highlights forFriday night is
the dinner at the Cincinnati
Museum Center.
Then it is off to the Cincinnati Gardens to cheer on the
Cinchmati Cyclones as they
battle the Pe()ria Redwings.
The evening will end with a
family reception featuring

THE TOP 10 REASONS TO ORDER FROM DOMINO'S PIZZA
Reason #7
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Motown recording
Night in the Main Dining Room
artist Rick Kelley .
of the University Center.
Kicking off
Family Weekend is filled
Saturday is the
with a wide variety of events
men's basketball
and activities.
· scrimmage at 10:30
Bessler said it is important to
a.m. at Schmidt
keep in mind that some of the
Fieldhouse. At
events are restricted in size due
11:30 a.m. world
to their location capacity. In
champion comicorder to be assured admittance,
juggler, Mark
he said to arrive early ..
Nizer will dazzle
Bessler also said there is a
and delight with his misconception that students
juggling antics in
·can't come unless they are with
the University
their family.
Center.
"A h:it of students tend to get
Nizer has
the idea that it's family weekend
appeared with
and since my family is not
personalities such
coming I can't go," Bessler
as Bob Hope, George Burns,
said. "That's not true."
and Ray Charles.
Bessler said just because a
At 1:30 p.m. students and·
students parents aren't coming
their families will take a boat
to Family Weekend doesn't
cruise down the Ohio River.
mean they aren't invited to join
Then at 4 p.m., join the Xavier
in the festivities.
· Players in their production of
"We encourage all students
"Pump Boys and Dinettes," a
who want to come, to do.so,"
country-western musica1.
Bess1e1· said.
Wrapping up the weekend,
beginning at 8:30 p.m. is Casino
.
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Monday, October 9, 10:20 p.m.
A student was robbed around the 1900 block of Marion Avenue.

Don't fight.
Call Domino's Pizza.

Tuesday, October 10, 4:10 p.m.
The main entrance door to Brockman Hall was shattered. A- suspect has been
identified and will be dealt with internally.

396-7400

Thursday, October 12, 9:30 a.m.
A Physical Plant employee reported that one of the laundry machines in the
basement of Kuhlman Hall had been tampered with.
'
'
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Sunday, October 15, 12:25-12:45 a.m.
A female student was robbed in the parking lot of the convenience store Circl~ K
on Montgomery Road.
Safety and Security issued 17 citations during the weekend of Oct. 13-15. The
citations include underage possesion of alcohol, open containers, failure' to
cooperate, disorderly conduct, fake IDs, and disrupting a lawful gathering.

!fyoulzaveanyieformation regardingtlzesecninesplease callSafety andSecurity
at 745-1000.
:rnwu~·
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Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
"What do you want to
do?"
"I don't know. What
do you want to do?"
H this sounds like a
conversation that you
frequently have at the
beginning of dates, then
Dave Coleman's new
hook,."101 Great Dates,"
is just what you need.
Coleman's latest book
is full of answers to that
age old question: what
will my date and I do
tonight?"
The book goes beyond the
ordinary "dinner and a
movie" date and sugge~ts
alternatives such as "Three
Envelopes," (#1); "A Dollar
or Less" (#81); "Progressive
Dining" (#12); or a "Twister
Party," (#49) ..
"For each dating idea, the
hook tells you what you need
and how to pull it off,"

weekly column in Tire
Cincinnati Enquirer called
"The Dating Doctor." In
the column, Coleman
answers reader's questions
about dating and relationships.
Do you have a great idea
for "Great Date #102? H so,
send your idea to Coleman,
in care of the Student
Activities Council, .Mail
Station 2122.
Coleman will give away
signed books for first and
second place for the best
idea.
file photo
Questions for "The Dating
Dave Coleman, the Dating Doctor
Doctor" can also be sent to
Coleman at the Student
Coleman said. "It isn't rocket
Activities Council.
science, it is just creative and
"101 Great Dates" is
fun."
available in Xavier's bookstore
In addition to all of the
for $9.95.
dating ideas, every 15th page of
the book is devoted to self-help.
It covers topics such as "Barriers to Effective Relationships"
Dave Coleman's do's and
and "Bringing Back Romance."'
don'ts for dating and
Coleman compiled the ideas
· relationships
for his book over a 3-year
Do: Watch less.TV
period. Many of the ideas were
Don't: aitto approach somegenerated by students across
one.
Everyday youwait is an
the country.
opportunity
for them. to meet
Coleman is the director of
someone
else.
Student Activities at Xavier
Do: Keep yourself up to date
and is in charge of most of the
on
current issues.
activities that students do
Do!i
'l: Talk about yourself the
outside of class, -Such as cluJ?,s,
entire
date.
student government and major
Do:
Be
honest and sincere
events like the upcoming
Don't:
Act
different. Be yourFamily Weekend.
self.
In addition to working at
Xavier, Coleman writes a

w

Queen ofthe rivers

Tall Stacks
.II'·
'·,.·\)if·.
;. ·.
~~··;

. photo by Jeff' Davia

Thousands efpeople boartfodthe American Queen docked on the
Cincinnati riveefront this past w_eekend. Rt'verboatsfroinacross
the country were in, Cincmnatl to celebrate the Queen cuy 's
bt'rtlzday.

The Christ· Hospital

Eating Disorders Center
Outpatient treatment fqr

D.AMOM'S CLUBHOUSE Anorexia,

4600 Montgomery Road -- in the Matrixx building

Bulemiaand

• 5 SATELLITE RECEIVERS

Bi~ge. Eating·

7• •-•7••

.

• 7 BIG SCREENS
• 27 TV J\10NITORS

ONE GREAT TIME••

...
SUN.-THU...... llam-lOpm
FRI.-SAT...... I lam-Midnight
l!X'JENDED HOURS FOR POPULAR SPORTING EVENTS •

HAPPY HOUR 4-7

.

a

I

Damon's broadcasts hundreds of NFL, MLB, NBA
and NCAA games including Xavier away games!!
·

·

XAVIER STUDENTS RECEIVE 10%
DISCOUNT WITH SCHOOL ID!!
,

'looJ 1/e111s only
11
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Group formed for non-catholics Forum to discuss rape
The purpose of this group is
to gather those interested and ·
obtain input concerning each
student's individual religious
needs.
The group will have meetings
·
to discuss their faith and

BY LEAH MONTGOMERY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Everyone at Xavier is
Catholic right? Wrong.There are several students
on campus that belong to
religious denominations other
·than Catholicism.
These religious denominations include Baptist, Judaism,
Presbyterian, Methodist, and
Hinduism, to name a few.
In the past there have been
few opportunities for nonCatholic students at-Xavier to
formally gather and discuss
their religious beliefs, views,
and ideas. ·
Efforts are now being made
to serve the needs ~of these
students.

Father Lou Bonacci
For example· a panel discussion was formed earlier this
year for non-Catholic freshman
students and .their parents to
discuss any questions or
concerns they may have.
C~rr:ently a fe""'. students are
also working with Father Lou
Bonacci to. develop an Interfaith
Peer Ministry Council ..

possilily offer retreats, worship
services, and invite representatives of various religions to
speak on campus.
Although the group is just
now forming, Bonacci said he
secs a lot of potential for the
group.
"The future of this group
depends on the students. They
are the leade~s of the group,"
said Father Bonacci.
Ailyone interested may
contact Bonacci at the Campus
Ministry House at 3567.

BY KARA BENKEN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Oneinfourcollegewomenhave
expcricnccdrapeorauattempted
rape.
Nine in 10 acquaintance rapes
(datc ra1Jes) arenotreported. One
in 12 college men admit to acts
that meet the legal definition of
rape, yet only one inlOO is ever
prosccuted.
These national statistics are
what Xavier's Department of
Safety and Security will be con~
fronting next Thursday when·
Katie Koestner, a nationally acclaimed speaker and date rape
survivor, speaks out against this
crime of silence.
At7p.m.on0ct.26,Koestner
will share her story about being
sexually assaulted while at the
CollegeofWilliamandMary. She
said, "a girl should be able to kiss
a guy she likes and still be able to
stop when she feels uncomfort-

able. We can not pretend this
doesn't happen."
·
K9estner has appeared on the
"Oprah Winfrey Show,"
"Geraldo," "NBCNightlyNews,"
"Larry King Live," "Entertainmcnt Tonight," and on the cover
of Time magazine. Koestner was
also tlie subject of an HBO
Lifestories Drama. The significant part of Crime Prevention
Weck is sponsored by the Xavier
women's group WORTH,
BACCHUS, a club devoted to alcoho! awareness and Student Activities Council.
Xavier Crime Prevention Offleer Greg Fiebig said he encourages everyone to attend. "Too
often, "people don't know they
. have been date raped or what to
do if it should ever happen. This
is a free event with refreshments
afterward for a reason. Xavier
students need to knowaboutthis,"
Fiebig said.
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Dating: A game endangered by television
w.

rooins are places where the soliThe cameraman zoomed in on
tude
and peace that homes signify
contestantnumbersixasshedipped
is
most
intimately experienced.
her tongue into the Skippy peanut
Since
its
invention, the television
butter canister and spread the inAm I blind or is dating dying in
set
has
taken
its place as the focal
gre~ents sloppily onto a slice of
America?
point
in
these
rooms, with all atbread. She did the same with the
You remember dating, don't
tention
and
furniture
aimed at it.
jelly and the visual representation
you; the traditional, culturally
In
my
estimation,
televisions
sent the audience's male members
recognized ritual that consists of a
are
a
major
enemy
of
thought.
into a chorus of approving hoots
man and a woman meeting by
They
kill
conversation
and
forceand hollers.
· random luck, then agreeing that
·
feed
other
peoples'
values
into
"I'll keep her!" exclaimed Rick,
they like each othe1· enough to
your
mind.
What
you
do
with
the
as he took a proud bite out of the
begin a committed relationship
sounds
and
image~
is
up
to
you,
final product.
that may or may not lead to a
ENOUGH! I flipped stations · but it seems that for many it's still
permanent partnership?
a monkey see, monkey do world.
desperately now, searching for a
Has it become shameful or
And unfortunately, television sets
is a
year
re-run of "Leave it to Beaver" or
unfashionable to he seen sharing
are the mother gorillas.
something.I
could
relate
to
or
unquality time in public with someold sophonwre at
What's wrong with making a
derstand.
Noluck,justmoreofthe
one of the opposite sex?
friend, hanging out and talking
Souther
Cal.
He
is
same.
Like many .of the problems in
about stuff that matte~s? Making
I turned the machine off. and
American society today, I file this
curremly out of
the real connection before a physireminisced
about
that
"Leave
it
to
one under TELEVISION.
cal one? It's too easy to jump right
work••• !Jut he sure
Beaver" episodewhereWally acci. For instance, I came home and
into
bed/and what are yoti left
dentally
bumps
into
and
spills
the
turned on my TV the other day in
Jo.es
h,ave
cute
buns,
with ·if·that thrill is gon~? hooks
of
a~
"Wisuspecting,
yoting"
-an attempt to unwind from a hec~
Flesh
is
temporary.
My
advice
doesn
i'
he
lfirls!"
lady.
They
experience
an
awktic morning of classes. - The first
is not to worry so muc~ about
ward exchange and later that_ af· thing I saw was a room full of
ternoon wauytscarrymgboth thell' - swcon Jeny, wonuer unuerwear,
people Jumpmg and cheenng as
flab vacuums and buff bellies.
hooksthroughtheparktothediner
Maury Povich (or Springer or
Sure looking good is feeling good
where
they
split
a
chocolate
niilk
Ricki or whichever bottom of the tain. -that's
what ihey tell you on teleshake
and
start
getting
to
know
barrel reporter it was) intl]Oduced ·
Welcome to the show, Rick. Go
vision-but
it's not the most ima man that Jessica (the girlfriend ahead and select your first cat- each other.
portant
thing
in the world~
There
:was
no
crowded
dance
of a guest named Bob) has been egory.
club,
no
cheesy,
"I'll take 'Busted."' ·
sleeping with behind Bob's hack
unnatural lines
. for two years of their three year
"Alrighty~ 'Small Chest' or
·'Well Blessed?"' said the smarty- trying to impress,
couplehood.
no intense physical
Bob seemed totally appalled pants MC.
by the revelation and I couldn't
"Well, I've always liked Anna scrutiny and no
I want to take this opportunity to sinhelp but feel bad that Jessica had Nicole Smith much more thanKate skin-revealing
cerely
apologize to all those who attended,
lied and betrayed him so merci- Moss, and not because of the jeans. .wardrobe. Just a
participated in, and prepared for Midnight
lessly. But after the commercial theywear ,ifyouknowwhatlniean. young couple getMadness last Saturday night at Schmidt
break, I was shocked to learn that So let's get' s rid of the small ting along. -I guess
Fieldhouse. I specifically wish to address
.
that's kind of old
· Bob had his own· secret to tell chesters."
the Xavier Dance team. Jessica.
"Alright, mosquito bites, you · fashioned for· the
My interference in your routine on Sat"Let's bring out Terrance, heard the man."
90s, huh? What a
urday was very disrespectful- and someBob's secret, romantic flame of
I couldn't believe what I ·saw difference a couple ·
thing I am truly ashamed of. I understand
the last six months."
next: A procession of petite women of decades makes.
The crowd went berserk. Bob walked past this
The rubbish
the amount of work and dedication. that
as he apolohad been cheating too.
must have gone into preparing for this live
gized to them for discarding them broadeasted on
Ill communication, a total (simply because they dido 't fill up your
performance. I also realize that those who
Zenith,
breakdown of trust and a forgot- the fronts of their shirts as much as namely audience watched your performance were unable to
ten sense of commitment had d~ other girls in the audience).
participation
see your talent at its fullest because· of my
stroyed Bob and Jessica's relaThe sh~w moved on to its tmal shows like the
selfish intrusion on the court.
ti~nship. But it sure did seem to
round with six female contestants aforementioned,
It was not my intention to sabotage your
make my fellow Americans in that left to compete for a dream date send a. message,
performance, or the overall event itself,
studio audience ID;ighty amused with this "dreamboat.' '
whether intenthough that is how it is widely perceived. I
and excited. I felt -nauseous.
"Contestant number six," Rick tional or not, that
don't know what might have possessed me
Channel Oippage was in order.
directed his question, '!I've always sex is the most inito act so foolishly. All I can say ~ow is that
What's this? "Singled Out'1
loved peanut butter and jelly sand- portant factor in
I am very sorry.
·
__ Sincerely,
"All right boys and prls," I wiches. Make me a
& j using '1uman _relationheard some beach-bunny an- only your "tongue. I'll decide if I ships.
nouncer say, "inside this studio keep you or dump you by the
Most
living
crowd's
res;:nse."
rooms or famil7
are 100 homz gzs and =ls, all

BY ROBERT
GmeoNs
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE

- here for a shot at their dream stud
or stud~tte. Are you guys feeling
lucky!!? Let's bring out the first.
contestant. Ladies,putyourhands
together for Rick. Rick is a 25year-old sophomore at Southern
Cal. He is currently out of work
and between living arrangement~,
but he sure does have cute buns,
doesn't he girls!"
I watched on as Rick's sight of
the audience was blocked by a cur-

"Rick
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A long time ago. in a galaxyfar.far away...

Star Wars: A jump into imagination

Gay rights force new views of old laws
BY KARL D. KlMPo
. GUEST COLUMNIST

In acknowledgement of October being Gay and Lesbian History Month, I wollld like to raise
some "food for thought" questions concerning the ever broadening definition of sexual har.assment and homophobic behavior
in the work place, as well as how
attitudes on homosexuals may
effect the rulings in these cases.
· Usually when a case of sexual
harassment is brought up in the
media, it more often than not has
to do with an overly aggressive
superior making unwanted and
unwarranted sexual demands
upon a less powerful and unwilling subordinate. Mention sexual
harassment arid the minds of
Americans are suddenly inundated with images of a wily old
congressional senator chasing a
secretary in distress around his
big oak desk.

Let Ul> imagine a fictional scenario of an out lesbian at an advertising agency who finds herself under constant verbal abuse
from several of her co-workers.
She discovers that most of. her
female co-workers, for no reason
at all, seem to exclude her from
their little "reindeer games." But
more importantly, she is consis. tently greeted by a few of her male
co-workers with the phrase,
"What's up, dyke?" or other colorful phrases of that nature. She
also finds herself constantly overwhelmed by lewd sexual propositions from the same co-workers,
offering to get her to "switch
teams," or convert her to heterosexuality. She pleads and appeals to upper management, only
to be answered with terse "get
with it or get out" attitude. Realizing the environment she works
in has become unbearable, she
decides to sue. If out gays and
lesbians in the work place are

a

subjected to treatment similar to one of the women's cars. Based
On a campus level, the stuthis can they make legitimate upon this evidence, the court dents and the administrationmust
claims? Even more in1portantly, ruledinfavorofthethreewomen, he made aware that gay bashings
noting that other cotirts have held, do occur. I wish it was at a simple
can they win?
· H court decisions in ·hetero.- "that predicate acts underlying a name calling level, where "sticks
sexual sexual harassment cases sexual harassment cl aim need not and stones may break my bones
are any indication, the answer he sexual in nature."
hut names will never hurt me,"
Title Vllof the Civil Rights Act hut unfortunately, this is not the
should he yes.
Take a 1984 case.in which a · of 1964 is designed to protect reality. The reality is that gay
group of women chose to engage people from behaviors and de- bashings entail not only names
their superiors in a sexual ha- mands that are unwarranted, but sticks, stones, fists and feet .
rassment suit; not because of any extraordinary and beyond what The reality is that all these things
forced sexual acts that were made, the work place actually entails.
do much more than hurt-all
In light of all this, how would these things can-kill. Many gays
but because of the extremely misogynistic environmei1t their su- the courts of the United States and lesbians all across the counperiors either encouraged or actually handle our example case try are attacked every year at a
ignored. The three women in the (dealing with the lesbian) or those rate that is increasingly on the
case worked as flag persons for real c'ases similar to it? It may be rise.
Gus Construction Co. and were possible that a case like this could
I have raised many questions
on the road crew which ~as doing go to a court who would rule for in this article, and would like to
construction work in Iowa. They or against the plaintiff based on .encl with a final one. The attenclaimed they were colorfully ad- how that court interpreted Title tion, and tax dollars, of Ameridressed as "f-:-king flag girls" or VII. Some people would say that can citizens are focused on black
subjected to other similar com- the kind of behavior described issues, women's issues and spotments on a constant basis by the above demands rectification. ted owl issues, to name a few. Is it
men on the road crew. The men Others may say she knew the con- too much to ask that equal focus
even went so far as to urinate in sequences of coming out, there- should be given to the issues confront of them in the gas· tank of fore, she should just deal with it; cerning gays and lesbians?

Got a gripe, re11zark, pleasentgesture or so1nethtizg you]it.St have to get {ffyour chest?
Drop your letter to the editor orguest column qffat tlze Publications House or e-1nail LIS
at The Newswire with your two cents. We'd love to hearfrom you.
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Madness afflicts packed house-

PORTS

XU in playoff hunt
For the second straight week, the men's soccer team faced a
critical three-game stretch over five days. With all three games
against A-10 foes, the men needed to keep their momentum going
from wins over George Washington and St. Bonaventure.
Not only did the Musketeers keep their momentum, they used it
for a pair of victories that vaulted them from eighth to fourth place
~d into the front of the chase for the final qualifying spot for the
conference tourn~ment. Coach Jack Hermans said he was pleased
that the team is finally performing at the level he thought they could.
The squad got off to a slow start against Dayton,who took a onegoal lead on a breakaway 13 minutes into the game and could have
been up by two less than a minute later had Chris Stamper not
cleared the ball off the goal line. ·
After the close
call, the men rallied to press the
attack against the
F'lyers. Their efforts were rewarded at the
30:36mark, when
Andy Laverghetta
put a short flick
over the keeper's
head and into the
goal on an assist
from Maurice
Schilteri. Each
team created numerous scoring
pholo by Drew Bab.on
chances in the secPete
Knippenberg
breezes
past
a dejeT1der in a
ond half, but neigame
played
earli.er
this
season.
ther team could
convert, sending the Muskies into their fourth overtime of the year
and what turned out to he a 1-1 tie.
Xavier then headed off to the City of Brotherly Love, hut the
aggressive host teams from St. Joseph and Temple offered neither
brotherly love nor easy wins.
Against St. Joe's, Andy Laverghetta made it two games in a row
with a goal at 30: 53. Vladimir Ciric made it 2-0 with a goal less than
two minutes later on an assist from countryman Schilten, before the
Hawks added a goal to close the deficit to 2-1.
The second half featured more Xavier offense, as Schilten.added
to his team-leading point total with a goal in the 62nd minute. Jeff
Bauer then closed out the scoring with his first collegiate goal at
65: 16. Chas Cooke assisted Bauer's goal along with Laverghetta' s
as his. team prevailed by a 4-1 final.
The Muskies were looking to make it two wins against Temple,
and wasted no time in getting on the board. Eight minutes into the
game, Ciric scored on a shot just outside of the penalty box on an
assist from Cooke. Four minutes later, Schilten connected on.a
penalty kick to give the Muskies a qiuck 270 lead. The Owls cut into
the lead with a goal five minutes later, hut Ciric struck again at the
26-minute mark on a miscue from the Temple goalkeeper to seal the
3-1 victory .. Greg Kleiman made 10 saves in his third one-goal
outing of the week.
The Muskies face a crucial game tomorrow at 7 p.m. against
Virginia Tech, holder of third place in the A-lOstandings by less
than one game. Xavier will then try to improve upon their non~
conference record in a 2 p.m. game on Sunday against Western
Michigan.
-

Brian Vaughan and Mall Armr.nlauo

by the crowd.
"This is a super,
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
super
atmoXavier's 1994-95 basketball sphere," she said
season ended seven months ago tofans. "lhopewe
around the same midnight hour. can get the same
· thatthel995-96seasonbeganlast kind of spirit for
our
women's
Saturday.
But oh, what a difference those games."
, The spirit only
s~ven months make.
About 2,700 people packed . rosewhenthelights
SchmidtFieldhouseon Saturday, dimmed for a video
just as many as were probably left introduction. As
in the Tallahassee Civic Center Xavier sailed into
when last men's season ended in the Atlantic 10 on
thefirstroundoftheNCAA Tour- the giant screen,
nament. However, in place ofthe the men's and
sleepy-eyed crowd that filed out women's players
while the Musketeers dropped a set to skim onto the
68-63 decision to Georgetown was fieldhouse floor
a frenetic mob of fans who lined amidst smoke and
up an hour in advance to catch fireworks.
Men's head
the new Muskies.
pholo by Carlos DeJesus
And new they are: the women coachSkipProsser
was
equally
imTxsonDritgetsin~oth~Mad11esswithareverse
have a new coach iii Melanie
Balcomb, while the men debuted pressed with the dunk at the men s scrunmage.
eight first-year players to replace event, deciding to renew his guar- followed, as only a last-minute
the four starters they lost to gradu- antee to give fans some madness bucket separatt:d .the returnees
from the arrivals in a 33-31 vication. Both Balcomb and the of the March variety.
"N obody is going to play tol'y.
newcomers took center stage.
Add all tlus to student contests
Balcomb, who coached. last hal'der than these guys," he said,
year· at Ashfand, was impressed "and no one is going to support us from Rec Sports and giveaways
morethanyou1nthe Cron". several spo.nsors, and the
- stands. This team eveningwasanoverwhelmingsucisgoingtoshockthe cess for the athletic depar·tment
world."
and the event's student organizFollowing a col- ers.
lective team huddle
Fans began arriving around 9
at mid-court, the p.m. to form a line outside the
men and women. fieldhouse, a line that by 10 p.m.
again teamed up for had reached the intersection of
the three-point WindingWayandDanaAvenue.
shootout, won in the The arena reached its event cafinal seconds as pacity a· half-hour after gates
Amy Siefring's opened at 10:15 p.m.
bombs rippled the
Students not only played a
riet to give herself. largepartinfillingthearena,but
and Tyson Brit the also helped tli~ event go
with
win over Kenny littletrouble. The40floorvolunHarvey and Kiesha teers from SGA, SAC, and other
Brown.
offices not only received thegratiThough men's tude of event creators Pete
newcomers were OwendoffandChrisColleary,but
absent from the con- also free t-shirts and pride.
photo hy Carl0& Dc,Jc11111
test, they made their
"I think when you get an event
Kenny Harvey bomhs away to a near-victory presence known in like this, that people like to be a
· in the three-point ~hootout.
the scrimmage that part of it," said Colleary, who

Bv JASON BECK
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Lady Muskies split in Northeast ~J~l1rti~. ·!'t~~ lti~i~~·
BY PETE HoLTEmlANN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Musketeers went on a long
road trip at the end oflast week,
and were able to pick up a split in
their two games. They lost last
Thursday to Rhode Island, an
Atlantic 10 foe, 2-0. They re- ·
deemed themselves on Saturday
with a 2-1 overtime victory over
Fairfield.
OnSaturday,Xavierwentinto
Connecticut to battle a fellow Jesuit school, and came out with a
2-1 win. The game was sent into
overtimeafter90minutesofscoreless soccer. The Muskies faced
only four shots from Fairfield
during regulation.
Oneminuteintothefirstovertimeperiod,AmandaGrubergot
Xavier on the hoard. Shegotthe
tmassisted goal by knocking a
deflected hall into the net. About
three minutes later, Susie Welch
gave the Musketeers another goal
with a high shot that sailed over
the goalkeeper. Colleen Savage
and Erin Eichler picked up an
assist on Welch's goal.

The defense held throughout against the 2-10-2 Hokies will
the match, allowing only six shots guarantee Xavier a spot in the
on goal. Fairfield's goal came with A-10 tournament.
a little under six minutes to go on
Sunday will bring another
a head ball off a corner kick.
challenge into town for the Lady
In Rhode Island last Thurs- Muskies. T_hey will battle the 6-7
day, the Musketeers ran into Louisville Cardinals in a 7 p.m.
trouble against the
showdown .
4-7-2 Rams. The
Thiswillbethe
.match was played
final home
evenly throughout,
game for the
but XU allowed two
season, and so
the team will
goals in the final 15 .
minutes for their
honor the sefourth loss of the
niors in a preseason.
game
cerThe Muskies ademony. Comit that the road has
captain Barbi
not been kind to
Harris will be
them. "We got out
honored along
XU Sport& Information photo
there, and we lost
with teamsight of what we
SeniorforwardBarbiHar- mates Juli
were there to do,"
risisfaurgoalsshyefbreak- Edie, .Jodi
said sophomore deitig the school's careergoalGarrison and
scorilzg record.
Sa h r i n a
fender Nora Kelley.
Thing~ certaillly are not get- Predmore. Harris is just four
ting easier for the Muskies. This goals shy of breaking Xavier's
weekend, theywillplaytwogames career goal scoring record. The
atCorcoranField. Thefirstgame record was set by Marla
pits them against Virginia Tech, Schuerman in her tin1e here from
an Atlantic 10 opponent. A win 1988-1991, with 47 goals.

_Opening_
Late October
In the Forest Fair Mall
A Leader in Nightclub History

BOURBON ST.
Featuring 62,000 SQ. Ft. of .
Dancing, Drinking, and Partying!!
Country, 70's & 80's, Alternative Progressive,
Sports Bar and Grill .
Like no Other in the Tri-State!
Hi-Tech Sound, Video and Light Systems

Now-Hiring
Security
Bartenders (Exp. Required)
Cashiers
Cocktail (No Exp. Required)
Floor Sw,epers
Bar backs
Grill & Prep Cooks
Receptionists
Apply in Person
Tuesday Thru Thursday From
1O:OOam to 2:00pm
and 6:00pm to B:OOpm
· Forest Fair Mall (upper Level)
671-4433
The Most Fun You Can Have and Make Money!

~i~~~1~~ii~i~i1111~?il~f

··· J'h¢.L8dy Muski~sachi~yecl perfl!ct~oJ1 lash.eason and caii1e ofi.e•
step e!I?ser to r~p~llthtg. the· f eaf with .•ahome -.Win ovc~ ikr~n-· last •
Friday; )'lie Lady Zips provided the toughest conlpetiti(}Ji the squ~~
hllffaced this fall; ~s seni()r leadership pulled out the 5-4
<
. ··. IIeidi Pa~ella, Melissa Beeman llhd Jen Jlecker all crt1faed
thl'()ugh singles victories to ·~ve the Lacly Muskies a 3~l~dvalitag~.
1IC>wer~r, th~ pressure r~u up?lffell()\V _seitlor- coccaptllin J en 11uef
NiUto c}in~h thewiiiinsccond a.ouhles~.She teamed Withsoj>holnore·
~rinGrarnhCl~'in the lll~ei' s toligh~stlDatch: after droppmg a 4~6
flist set; the du() took the secoridset 6~3ani:i fought hack from match
.
. ·.· •..
pomttci take rtdcCisive 7~5 third set.
F'or the second straight' year, the UC Lady Bellrcats stand
hetweenXavier
perfection'. Last year's squad swept Cini::ilu:iati
fopost all i1~6 faU mark, but the LaclyBearcats are mllch i~1prove~ .
ffijs season and could n~akeXavier fight for an 8-.0 auttirnn record.
<The.men's tcllrn had dual~neets this.past week, hut posteda
strong shriWing mColun1hll.s at last weekend's Ohio Intercollegiate
Char1t1Ji()DShips. The l~st-mi~ute dotililes team of freslunan Brent
Cullen and S(lpltomorc.. Doug.Klekanip filled m. to place second iii
mimh~1· thre~ cloubles, f11lling 8~5 in the title match to Ohio State~.
. Meahwhile,Monish :Patel rol.~·na hirriself in the awk_warcl position
offacingtearnlnale aiicl stibstittif.e entry Skip Reddin thethir~l-place··
· matchilt n~ll1her six singles~ijthPatelWi~nirig 84 andUedcl tak.ir'lg.
toriI-th pla~e. ' . . •. ··.. ····... ···.. .· · .· · . . •·· · . ·. ..···.· . r
. .···. ·. rr~e-tip~and~comillgDayt0 11 Flyers provide the opposition for thf
nu!n!s final match tomorrow .. Brockhoff said this teaU. could he his
h~st·sili~ei~8?, ~h~ri .X~Yierpla~et'.ls~coril:I iri the MCC .
. .::_Jason n;;ck

win· ·. ·

>

and

no

Singers, Musicians,
Singer/Dancers
& D.J.'s
Cincinnati, Ohio
Thursday, November 2, 1995
University of Cincinnati
Tangeman Center - Great HalI
Auditions:-.4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Colwnbus, Ohio
Friday, November 3, 1995
Ohio State University- School of Music
Weigel Hall - Lobby
Auditions: 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Youngstown, Ohio
Sunday, November 5, 1995
Youngstown State University
Bli~ Hall - 3rd Floor
Auditions: 1:30 - 3:00 p.m.

Bowling Green, Ohio
Tuesday, November 7, 1995
Bowling Green State University
University Union - Ohio .Suite
Auditions: 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m~

POSmONS Al.SOAYAllABLE
•Technicians•
• Costume Shop Personnel •
• Costumed Characters •
Berenstain BearsTM)

CALL (419) 627-2390 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

For additional sites or

Cedar Point®
Live Entertainment
Post Office Box 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-8006
(419)627-2390
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Spikers face must-win weekend
BY BENFORD

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Mtermakingwaves earlier this
year, the Xavier yolleyhall team
is in danger of being swept away
by the undertow.
TheMusketeersdropped three
matches last week to square their
record at 11-11, 5-5 in the Atlantic 10 Conference. The losses ran
the Xavier losing streak to five
matches. The Muskies haven't
even won a game since hitting the
road Cincinnati on Oct. 3, a streak
of 15 games.
Xavier head coach Floyd
Deaton said, "We've been struggling. Every team has a down
time. lt'snotthatwe'renotgiving
100% effort.
"Our attitudes have been very
encouraging. I asked them (the
players) if they wanted to quit
and they said no."
XU fell at Morehead State last
Tuesday,15-10,15-10,15-7. Sally
Schulte led the Xavier attack with
14 kills and 15 digs on defense.
Susie Checkett contributed 34 assists in the losing effort.
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UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP• SUMMER PROGRAM• INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: Susan Leisure
Date: Tuesday, October 24, 1995
·.Location: l~t Floor~· Schott
2: 30 pm · .
i;,,r f11rth<:r inf~>rnrnti<1n pll'llSl' ,.,,111:11:1: Y<Hlr St11dy Ahnn1d (. 'lffil:l' 1111 .:am1111s

nr rht.• lnstilllll' f11r S111dy .'\hn1:rd, B11tk·r Univl·rsfty, 46L10 S11ns<:I Av<.'IHJl,,
lndianapnl is, IN 462C\t-\, Tl·I: \I 7 /lJ4(1.l)) \(, .ur 800/H'H~-(12 29 Fax: ~ l 7 /lJ40-9704
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Lady golfers finish seamd. third .

XU pars out fall season

OnanEa•ternex.
•
cursion last weekend,
BY Bw. .Krrcu
the Musketeers fell at
THE
XAVIER NEWSWIRE
first place Rhode Island and atMassachuThe Xavier women's golf team
setts. ·At Rhode lscompeted in their final two tournaments of the season last week.
land,XUlostl5-8, 15On Thursday, the Musketeers
6, 15-7. Darlene
took second at the Lady Fall Golf
Eismann l~d the team
with 12 kills. Checkett
Invitational hosted by Franklin
added 27 assists and
College. The very next day the
eight digs.
ladies competed in the Lady ColoXU was defeated
nel Tournament at Eastern Kenby the UMass Minutetucky.
men 15-8, 15~8, 15-10
DuringThursday'splay ,junin a match which they
ior Cara Henry carded a season
led 9-2 in game three.
low 79 to place second individuCara Espelage, really and lead the team to a second
cently cleared to play
place finish. Henry was the only
.. · ···.:
by the NCAA after an
golfer to compete in all eleven
photo by Soren Baker
eligibility dispute, tal- Sara Strehle andDarlene Eismann return a
rounds of competition this fall.
lied 12 assists.
Thewome._ tallied a one-round
shot to its riKh(/iJ owner earlier this season.
"Too many of our
total of 330, their best of the seaplayers have been looking for Xavier has beaten all three teams son, to finish six strokes behind
answers," Deaton said. "When in home matches earlier this year. · Franklin College.
that happens in a slump, things The Musketeers currently hold
Another notable score from
get worse. It's my job to look for sixth place in the A-10, one game Thursday's action was junior
answers."
behind Dayton and UMass in Shannon Lundy's 82. Xavier's
This weekend, the Musketeers fourth. Thetopfourteamsqualify
continue their ten-match road trip for the conference tournament
atTemple,LaSalleandFordhani. next month.

INSTITUTE FOR STODY; ABROAD
B

1995

next best score came from freshman Christy Fout with an 83.
Seniors Stacey Goecke a11d April
Drake both fired an 86 to round
out Xavier's lineup.
Although coach Connie
McCarthy could not make the trip
with the girls, she was happy with
the way the girls scored and hit
the ball. "It was good to finish the
year on a strong note," she said.
The women 'splaytheverynext
day attheFallLadyColonel Tournament earned them a third place
fulish. With a slightly different
lineup than the ~ay before, the
team posted a one-round total of
345. The team was led by sophomore Melissa Kenney with an 82.
Kenny's score put her into a
tie for sixth place at the Invitational on Friday. Drake and
Goecke shot their previous day
scores of 86 to take second and
third on the ·team. ·Senior Jodi
Sunderinan was next with a 91
while Henry shot 94.
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Saturnine live at Top Cat's
BY SAM MANDT
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

New York City's Saturnine

will be playing with Cincinnati's
.· Tierra Del on Wednesday at
Top Cat's in Clifton.
Saturnine's new release is
· Wreck At Pillar Poillt (dirt
records).
. Their sound is diffic~t to
classify, although it is a pleasant
one with melodic instrumentation and thoughtful lyrics.
Saturnine formed in New York
in late 1993.
Members Matt Gallaway
(guitar/lead vocals) and Mike
Donofrio (bass), both went to
NYU Law School, while
Jennifer Baron (guitar/vocals),
· Receive tickets to a special advance '.screening of.
knew someone that Matt lived
with. Although Donofrio and
"MALLRATS." Thescreeningwillheon Wednesday,Oct.18,
Baron both grew up in Pittsat 7 :30 p.m~ at the Showcase Cinemas Cincinnati, courtesy of
. burgh, they met in New York.
the Newswire and Gramercy Pictures.
Stop by the Publications House on Wednesday, Oct. 18, at
The three of them, along
with New Yorker Jim Harwood
5 p.m. to pick up a complimentary ticket. One ticket, which
(drums), formed Saturnine,
admits two, will be issued to the first 35 students at the
which was named after a ·
Publications House after 5 p.m.
.
. ca~celled Australian sp'ace
· . ·~MAiiRATS" opens nationwide on Oct. _20. ·
project; .
In a phone interview with
Donofrio and Baron last
Saturday, he said the band was
Receive a promotional long-sleeve T-shirt from the new
movie "SCARLET LETTER."
•
. All you have to d_o is stop by the Publications House on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 5 p.m. with a letter on your shirt and a
note explaining its significance.
The first six students at the Publications House after 5 p.m.
BY SAM MANDT
with worthy gear and a handwritten note will he awarded a
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
shirt.

'Scarlet Letter.~ giveal\Tay

"iiJe photo·

Satllrmiiestrikingapose. T/1ey'llbeat Top Cat~ Wed1iesday.
enthusiastic about their tour
through the Midwest.
This is their second time
through the region, and
Donofrio said they are forming
a healthy following.
This will he their first time in
Cincinnati, though, and he said
the band is looking forward to
coming to town. Donofrio said
songwriting is a "collaborative
process" for Saturnine.
When they are tuning up or
·practicing, someone will just
come up with something the
others will like and they build
on it. Gallaway writes all of the
lyrics, however.
Interestingly enough, both
Gallaway and Donofrio recently
took the bar exam, while

Harwood passed eight out of
nine sections of the exam to be
an architect- on his first
attempt.
However Donofrio said
music is their primary occupation. Their other professional
avenues are only part time.
Donofrio said Tierra Del is
the hand of Saturnine's friend
Gerald Menke. He is a.New
Yorker who has since moved to
Cincinnati. ·
Baron said Tierra Del's
sound is "reminiscent of early
Husker Dil, only with kind ~fa
spacy feel."
These hands are indie music,
real music, who perform·for a
fraction of the price of some
frat rock show.

Get involved at 'Dinettes'

Thursday's "forture Tour'
· The "Torture Tour" (featuring three regional Industrial/
Gothic rockbands) rolls into Top Cat's this Thursday. Mr.
Presto, Queue Up, and Mace have embraced the latest in
modern technology so that you can witness the audio-visual
experi~nce of a lifetime.
Mr. Presto has established quite a repertoire of notable
achievements, including appearances with Dinkand Dweezil
Zappa. Their new release offers an exploration into the world
of the unknown, combining elements of every type of traditional music with the pulsing, digital sounds of computers and
synthesizers.
.
.
Pittsburgh's Mace brings the drama (and trauma) of every
day life. right to your front door via heavy guitars, drum
machines,· synths and haunting vocals courtesy of Peter
Czyszanowski. Their songs tmd a nice balance between rage
and harmony.
Queue Up presents an endless onslaught of danceable sen· sations.
.
Mr. Prest~, Queue Up, and Mace will he at Top Cat's on
· Thursday. The show starts at 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $5.

-Mike Mon1Komery

The Xavier Players' latest pr~
duction, "Pump Boys and Dinettes," is definitely a show that is
not worth missing. It is a departure from the idea that the audience and the cast are two separate
entities, drawing upon members
of the audience to enhance the
me photo
production.
Rltetta (Jennifer Zehnder) i.s the center o/ attention in
The initial thought that you
''Pump Boys and Dinettes. "
·riught be selected to join the cast
on stage may seem strange, but it
The Pump Boys are: Joe . voices and play their roles brilcreates a very lively and enjoy- Feldekamp as Jim, James Meyer liantly.
All of the performers shine at
able atmosphere.
as L.M., and Jason Schmidt as
· Set in Smyrna, Ky. on U.S. Jackson. PatrickDavidsonplays different points throughout the
Highway 57, the play tells the Leroy, and has a wonderful . production, and they work well
story of a ga_s station/diner and farmer'stan. Alsoabitredinthe together.
"Pump Boys and Dinettes" is
the people who operate it.
neck is Eddie, the character of
No story d~scribing that envi- questionable lineage, played quite a short piece, only an hour and a
half including intermission, but it
ronment would be complete with- well by Christopher Dake.
out the requisite inbred, but rest
The Dinettes, Prudie and is full of excellent entertainment.
The larger the crowd; the betassured, one of the characters' Rhetta, are played by Alexis
parents shared the same last name Wesley and Jennifer Zehnder, ter the performance, so go in
befor:e marriage.
respectively. Both have excellent groups.
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A well-made ~Quilf .Sip with Tea Party
good musicianship and a respectable
attempt
at freshness, The Tea Party's
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
work solll!dS like little more than an
errant Led Zeppelin cover band. The
listener
is hard pressed to buy into
A break from the traditional drums/
leader
Jeff
Martin's invitation to a
guitar rock format would be nice
journey
across cultures. Other
visionary
sometime, wouldn't it? Instead oflyrics
rock
bands,
such
as
the Doors and
centered on bars and beer, how about
Zeppelin,
experimented
successfully with
lyrics that expound on philosophical
profundities or wax poetic? While we're world sounds because' they achieved a
at it, let's throw in some arrangement for believable, palpable sensuality with
those sotmds. Martin & Co. attempt to
dijembe, or hurdy-gurdy' or even harp
· manufacture this exoticism but end up
guitar. Sounds, you know, exciting
'coming off as overzealous.
doesn't it? Any stab at originality is
The musical influence of this Ontario·better than none, right?
based trio ar~ expansive, comprising
well, not quite.
everything from folk, blues and R&B to
. A band called The Tea Party gives us
Peter Gabriel and other global musia break from traditional hard rock.
cians. They a1so cite surrealists Jean
They are poetic. They are intellectual.
Cocteau and Arthur Rimbaud and the
They use instruments whose names we
heat generation poets Allan Ginsberg,
can't pronounce.
William S. Burroughs and Jack Kerouac
Yet, there is something missing here.
(who at convenings dubbed themselves
Their deeper-than-thou posturing
The Tea Party) as non-musical influ.doesn't quite escape the penumbra of
pretension that tends to overshadow the
ence~.
Their skill as musicians is unqueswork of those who dare to be different
tioned .. Their songs are vi:ry well.
for appearance's sake, rather than out
performed, and their stylistic approach
of honest originality.
at the least piques one's curiosity. It is
Their new release, The Edges ef
Twilight, delivers a unique, densely
diffic~t~ however, to get beyond the
instrumental sound that aims at a sense
feeling that their work is an awkward
.· fusiOn of musical approaches that have
of mysticism but manages to impart
been successfully integrated only by the
mostly a sense of being insulted by
overdramatization. Despite exquisitely
rarest iif modem hands.
BY ANDREW BABSON

BY SHAUNA POPE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Moviegoers in search of an emotional
drama will not be disappointed with "How
To Make An American Quilt."
The movie tells thestoryofFinn (Winona
Ryder), a 26-year-old, who is making her
third attempt at writing a master's thesis.
During both of her previous efforts, Finn
got bored with her topic and ~ave up. This
file pbolo
time, her topic is cr~ftwork done by women
Wiiwna Ryder
in tribal cultures.
The women speak of the men they have
By spending the summer with her grandand inevitably, been hurt by, durloved,
mother Hy (Ellen Burstyn), and her great
ing
the
course of their lives. Each has met
aunt Glady Joe (Anne Bancroft), Finn
her
true
love and "lost" him - he has
hopes to find the peace and quiet she needs
either
died,
left her, or cheated on her.
to finish her thesis as well as to consider the
In
the
meantin1e,
Finn is tempted to be
marriage proposal she has just received
unfaithful
to
Sam
because
of Leon, a good
from her boyfriend Sam (Dermot
looking
lad
she
meets
at
the
pool.
Mulroney).
The
movie's
only
flaw
is
its ending,
During Finn's stay at Hy and Glady
which
crosses
the
fine
line
between
"roJoe's, "TheGrasseQuiltingBee,"whichis
mantic"
and
"cheesy."
J1l!lde up of seven women, also takes up
. part-time residence. The women are hard , However, viewers.will be able to overat work on the wedding quilt they will look the overly preclictahle ending because
the rest of the movie is so well done.
eventually give to Finn.
Male viewers should he forewarned:
Much of the movie consists of flashthe
movie is told completely from the febacks, where each of the women tell Finn
male
point of view, and, consequently, all
stories about their pasts. The flashbacks
of
the
opinions in the movie' are~those of
take the viewer on an emotional roller
women.
T}ierefore, male viewers may percoaster ride through the lives and loves of
ceive
this
as a "girl movie."
the seven women.

Raekwon's nice rhyme You got to have Faith
.

. BY BRIAN JOHNSON
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Wu-Tang dynasty continues with
Raekwon, its best effort to date.
First we had Method Man, then 0 .D .B.,
the second of the "W u-Gamhinos" making
his solo debut. Now we haveChefRaekwon
on the solo tip with Only Built For Cuban.
Linx... , which features Ghost Face Killer,
a.k.a. Tony Starks.
Perhaps Raekwon is the best of the WuTang Clan. With baroque beats executed
by the RZA, the main producer of the
Clan, the short, choppy flow of the Chef is
only enhanced.
After listening to "Incarcerated
Scarfaces," which gives a shout out to old
friends locked up, and "lceCream,"which
gives much love to Wu-Phillies all over the
world, one can't help but recognize the
uniqueness of Raekwon because of his
ability to endlessly flow over any beat.
"Verbal In tcrcourse," which features
Nas, a.k.a. Nas Escobar, is the best song
on the disc. Nas grabs the mic and takes
control as if the albU:m were his own. A
Sample of"IfYou Think It" coincides with
the title, as the swift lyrics of Nas, Ghost
Face and Raekwon sprinkle over the heat.

.
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Super-producers Sean "Puffy" Combs
unleashes another had girl to cause havoc
in the music industry. Faith Evans, the
latest addition to the Bad Boy family, has
played the hack too long: With a resume
that includes lyrical contributions and compositions as well as background vocals for
Mary J. Blige,Faith nowputshertalenton
the map worldwide with her debut disc,
Another great track is the remix of"Can It ·Faith.
The first release, "You Used To Love
All Be So Simple," which asks when the
Me," left listeners wondering where and
nonsense in the streets is going to encl.
On "Striving for Pel"fectio11," Raekwon when Blige got a voice. After the initial
stresses that living the life of a drug dealer shock of mentioning Faith Evans, those
is something that he cloesn 't want to do and unfaniiliar with the people behind the
that raising his son with the money he scenes wrote her off as another hl~ncl
makes from his rap career is worth striving hairecl MaryJ. wanna he. Butdon'tslecp.
Faith combines the rhythmic thump of
for. Because of this, it is unfair to categorize Rae as a "gangsta," the catch phrase \ Aretha Franklin with the stylistic flow of
used by the uninformed meclia to describe Anita Baker. Hardcore, and yet.able to
sustain any note with ease, Faith comes off
most rappers. Categorize it strictly Wu.
Raekwon's Only Built For Cuban as a roughneck with a Whitney HoustonLtiu:... is the remedy for your recent, clis 7 like voice. Faith demon$h'a.tes her vocal
capabilities on every track, complementappointing hip-hop purchases.
Whether or not you've got an appetite, ing all of the slow to medium-paced ballads.
the Chers cooking up something good.

On "Love Don't Live Here Anymore,"
which is acluetwithBlige, Faith clearly sets
her vocal abilities apart from her companion .. With the help of beautiful orchestration, Faith brings to light why she can no
longer stay behind the scenes. Any ~msic
lover should he able to distinguish the two,
hut for those who don't know, Faith is the
one holding her note for mo1·e than three·
seco'n els~
Other standout cuts include "No Other
Love," where she proclaims her love and
belief that no one can compare; "Come
Over," a sinuous vibe for Jove making; and
"Soori As I Get Home," which lets- you
know that she is every woman.
Faith definitely receiVes "Ludicris Flavor" on the flavor scale for her self-titled
debut.
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... including Bengals v. Browns tickets!!
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HeARt: Or.
MARY CHURCH

Come watch the
Bengals battle
the Steelers!!

FREE ADMISSION
FREE FOOD
DOOR PRIZES

-
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18,

1995

Structure is ·currently hiring
outgoing, friendly, and
STRUCTURE responsible individuals for part~
time Sales Associate positions.
To apply, stop in and pick up an application from
either the Kenwood, Tri-County, Northgate, or
Carew Tower locations.
We look forward to having you as part of
our team!

Clatslc Rock

~

Fri & Sat 1·MIDNIGHT

Sun 1·10pm
$3.00 Regular Admission

I 50 CENTS OFF I
I Towards Regular Admission. I
• - ~~COtl..i:: =r.:::· .:. •

13

Sponsored by

Oct. 6th-Oct 29,th

·-------·
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92.5 .,,..FOX

Every Weekend,

IIAUNTED
HOUSE

-

Located at the Comboni Mission
Center, I Mile East ofBeechrnont
Mall at Beechrnont & Nagel.

s.,..

s. .~.
c•

For More lnfonn1tion, call IHM at 388-4088.

U

~STAR BANK

I
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COLLECTOR

'C Part Time and Full Time

Ra.-....
•
I.
. , ..
~

L

Hours Available
Open to all majors ! !

...--

•NAT I 0 NA L •

Collect on automotive installment loans. Experience in
collections, customer service
or telemarketing required.
Collections an~ skip tracing experience a plus. Excellent
communications skills & ability to work closely with
delinquent customers resolving payment problems.
Flexible shifts including mornings, evenings & week·
ends. $7.00+/hr +commission. Near Kings Island .
SECURITY NATIONAL
459-8118 Ext. 210
Fax 459-7318

AUTOMOTIVE
ACCEPTANC£
CORPORATION

JOB FAIR
4600 SMITH ROAD • NORWOOD

.SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1995: 9:00 A.M. • 1:00 P.M.
PART TIME &FULL TIME .
1st• 2nd• 3rd or Weekend Only Shifts Available
Star Bank Operations, conveniently·located adjacent to the Norwood lateral in Norwood
· will pay for your OPERATl~NS EXPERIENCE! Also we offer...

cooter"s

PART TIME Tl:llTION REIMBURSEMENT• MEDICAUDENTAL INSURANCE
•FREE PARKING• VACATIOWHOLIDAY PAY .
•INCREDIBLE INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES

tuesday

18

&

over

the best in new and old industral dance

80's alternative and classic nu-wave

Whether you are experienced in the Operations field, or if you are astudent in need of a
· significant contribution toward your valued education, Star Bank can help you begin a
career today.
Some of our opportunities include:

free admission with a college i.d. till 10:30
thursday

free admission till 11 with college i.d.
friday

PROOF ENCODERS• LOCKBOX CLERKS • SORTER OPERATORS·
• VAULT TELLERS• RECONCILERS • BATCH PREP CLERKS• MAIL CLERKS
{Other positions exist,.including Mainframe Systems AnalysVProgrammers)

coming soon cooter's famous hot legs contest
saturday
men in motion all male review show starts at 9

· If you are anxious to join our team, stop by for an on-site interview with one of our Human
•· ~esource Representatives or send resume to: Star Banc Corporation, 425 Walnut
~treet. ML 2020. MEG, Cincinnati, OH 45202. Equal Opportunity Employer MJF/~N.

sunday
burn baby, burn disco inferno

:r---------------------~
Free
Pas~:
th urs day & fr id ay e·x pi res 11 • 11 • 95
1
1

valid only with c9J(ege l.d.
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ALE ND.AR
SURGEONGENERAL'SWARNING:reading
the calendar can cause cell death in the brain.

wednesday thursday

October 18
·
•Be careful on that walk from
North Lot to class today . A mock
D.U.I. accident will be staged on
Ledgewood from 1-2 p.m. Students will be able to observe emergency personnel in action and the
victims will be taken away by
helicopter. Cool. I wonder if
William Shatner will be there.
•After all the action, head on
down to the Romero Center for
International Coffee Hour from
3:30-4:30 p.m. Partake· of the
righteous bean of caffeine! ·
~Attention all students, there
will· be a call for unity in the
pr~gram, "The Gathering: Mind,
Body, Spirit." Come up to the
Ter.race Room from 6-8 p.m.

•What. is the difference
between ~rganic.and non-organic
vegetables? T~ke the "Organic
Challenge" today from noon to
1 p.m. on the mall.
._

October 19
· •Catch Chicago's next big
thing! The group Jamestown will
be performing tonight at the Sycamore Gardens in Over the
Rhine. Cover charge is $3 a pop.
•The St. Rita's/WLW

WEEK OF OCTOBER

18, 1995 -

----;--------~- ~----~~

frida·Y

October20
•Comedian Steven Wright will
perform at the Taft Tl~eatre tq- ·
night. Forticketinformationcall
Ticketmaster at 749-4949..
•Circle K's annual TeeterTotter Marathon will be held today from 3-9 p;m; Proceeds will
go to the Iodine Deficiency fund.

Satu.l.~day
1

1 4
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s~9ay
•All right you monkeys, this is
thelastperformanceoftheXavier
Production "Pump Boys & Dinettes." This country-western
reviewwillbegoingthewayofthe
dodo, so catch it while you'can.
Show starts at2 p.m. Tickets are
$3 a pop M,th student ID and $7
general admission.
· •Did you know that Blues

~~~~ay

•The 50th anniversary of the
United Nations will be celebrated
today. Get your pa~ty-makers
downtown to Fountairi Square at
noon. A panel discussion will be
held at the Honor's House from
7:30-9:30 p.m.
•Need a substitute for the
greasy-burger blues? Veg-out will
be tossing the healthy alternatives
at the Dorothy Day House at 5:30
p.m. Bring a $1, you omnivores,
this stuff ain't for free.
•WAIFwillbeplayingsomeof
Calendar Man's favorite music.
Yes,it'sgumbomusic! Livefrom ·
a crawfish fiesta just for you boys
& girls of the bayou. 88.3 FM is
the channel. 8-9 p.m. is the time.
::::Well, fellow students of
Xavier, Calendar Man is feeling
a-little dizzy. Calendar Man must
haye inhaled too many fumes in
organic c.hemistry class. Happy
B-Day to Jill, Sean,'& Phat
Charles. Be well, don't get to
sassv.

Travel~rhasmorethanonesong?
October 21
•Attention all mollkeys! In factthey have severalalbums.
Happy Sweetest Day! (Another SeethemliveattheHaraArenain
holiday where couples sp~nd Dayton. For ticket information
money on each other.) Person- call Ticketniaster at 749-4949.
Haunted House starts up on ally' I think married people just
Thursday from 7-11 p.m. and make these days up.
.
Friday and Saturday from 7-10
•TheMainPublicLibrarywill
October 23
.
p.m. Get the juice scared out of have a seminar, "Write For
•Auditions for the Xavier
you and donate to a good cause Results: Tips For Effective Playerproductionof"OurTown"
for $3 a pop.
• Business Writing." James _will be held today at 1:30 ·p.~.
•The Commuter Info center McKenna will conduct this Every time I think o.f ~his play I
will be selling carnations for program from lOa.m. to noon in r·emember that episode on
Sweetest Day. Sales began yes- theHuenefeldTower,Downtown. "Growing Pains" with Kirk
terday and will continue until
•The men's basketball team Cameron. Thenl remember how
Friday. Flowers are 50 cents.
will scrin1mage at 10:30 a.m. for jealous I_ was because my girl• The master of the four letter Family Weekend. Watch your friend thought he was cute.
word, Johnny Calzone, will be on team play at Schmidt Fieldhouse.
•Smashing Pumpkins will
We at The Newswire hate to
Nightwavesfrom2:30-5a.m. The
•"Round and round she broadcast·aliveconcer.tonl07.l
make mistakes. If you fmd an
channelis WVXU91.7. Themusic ~goes ... " Family Weekend's Channel Zin promotion of their
error; call 745-3130 and let us
is the best & worst of college rock! . "Casino Night" will be in the cafe riew album, "Mellon Collie and
•Men'ssoccertearsuptheturf from 8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. See the Inifinite .Sadness." Tune in
know. Thank You!
withVirginiaTechtodayat7p.m. why only Jesuits know how to atlOp.m.andhearguitar~ngst.
Get a move on to Corcoran Field. properly run a gambling hall.
rr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:"I
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Seasonal Emplqyment
"

Classifieds
'f

*EARN EXTRA$$$*
Part-time, Flexible schedule.
Local Environmental Company.
Call 381-5527, ask for Gary.
EARN $2500 ANI) FREE
SPIDNG BREAK TRIPS!
sell 8 trips and go FREE! Best
trips and prices! Bahamas,
Cancun,J!lJIUlica,Florida! Spring
Break Travel! 1-800-678-6386

GET PAID $$$ TO WSE
WEIGIIT!! 18 people needed to
turnFatintoCash!! NoDrugsor
Exercise, All Natural, Doctor
Recommended. CaU (606)5865661 NOW! H you don't need to
loseweight,someoneyoulovedoes!
SPIDNGBREAK
Nas8au/Paradise Island, Cancun
and Jamaica from $299. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and
More! Organize a small group and
earn a FREE trip plus
oommissions! Calll-800-822-0321.

Dependable, Enthusiastic
Student Needed· for after school
childcare. Days negotiable,
3:30pm-6:30pm. ChildrenagedlO,
8,5. Call7~7378or583-7549.
BABYSl'ITER NEEDED in
our HYDE PARK home for our
five year-old twins, M-F, 12-6pm,
If interested, call 651-5535
between 9am-5pm, M-F.
CINCINNATI'S PREMIER
DRYCLEANERSisnowhiring
for an excellent part-time
Customer Service.Position. We
offer a professional work
environment with other college
·students. :WealsoofferFlexible
Schedules with a closing time of
8pm M-F and Saturday 8ain6pm. No Sundays or Holidays.
Currently we are hiring for our
Hyde Park and Anderson
locations. Please call Lisa 3219959 or Debbie 231-5540.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
HYDE PARK/OAKLEY
FIRST MONTH IS HALF
PIDCE. Just Remodeled, New·
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Dispose-All, Carpet, Kitchen,
Storm Windows, Paint, Fully
Equipped, Off-Street Parking,
$780/month, includes heat/water.
mEE TRIPS AND CASH!!
Fmdouthowhundredsofstudents
arealreadyeamingFREETRIPS
and LOTS OF CASHwith
America's #I Spring Break
Company! Sell ollly 15 trips and
. travel free! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, or .Florida!
CAIL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-

BREAK!

Newswire
Classifieds.
work!!
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Let's face .it. You're going to need

some extra cash this hol_iday sea~on.
T.he FACS Group is your.answer. At our
q.rand new facility in Mas'C>n, we provi~e the
fir,i~ncial, credit and administrative services
for,Federated Department Stores as well
as·other companies. Federated operates
450 premier stores (including Lazarus and
Bloomingdale's) and handles more than 28
million accounts. We're offering seasonal
opportunities to people with excellent r
communication skills and a strong service
focus. Make plans to attend our:

OPEN HOUSE
Monday, October 16Thursday, October 19
3:00 PM - 8:00 PM
9111 Duke Blvd., Mason
We'll show you our brand new facility and
our casual yet professional setting. We'll
tell you about the positions available in •
Mall • Phone Order • Express Credit •
Telemarketing • Customer Service •
Credit Authorization and Collection.
And we'll make your season bright with:
• Starting pay of $7.00/hour
• Up to $500 bonus for completing the
season ·
·
• 20% discount on most Lazarus purchases
• Full and part-time positions
• Flexible day, evening and weekeAd shifts
• Career potential
Join us and eam the money you
ne.ed to do the holidays right.
For more information or
directions, call 336-FACS.

FACS
FINAI\UAL

and CREDIT.
SERVICES
Equal Opportunity For All

HERE:
Col\IBS,. i
SANTA:·"!
CLAUS •••
along _
with Numerous
Goblins and
One
Great Big
-Turkey
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Evergreen trees·
5 Old·fashioned
10 Animal lat
14 Cheese
15 Use cievemess
in escaping
16 Concerned with
17 Too
18 Boundary
19 Skirt length
20 Sent an answer
22 Material wealth
24 Chihuahua
25 Quiet
26 Lover's song
30 Despise
34 Having wings
35 Sunbather's
color
36 Certain chord
37 Topper
38 Lowers in
character
41 Eavesdropping
device
42 Venerate
44 -Aviv
45 -noire
46 Indicate
48 Ran
50 Ceremonial
dinner
52 Goff word
·53 Wailing period
56 Keep lovingly
60 Wraf)
61 Diadem
63 Diva's song
64 Spew
65 Ancient
66 Man
67 Strike out
68.Adjusl
69 Hem

DOWN

0

t Terror
2 Notworlcing
.3 Grating sound
4 Bum slowly
5 Agent
6 Enthusiastic
7 Hal
8 Decree
9 Fine point
to Like another
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11
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Distinct entity
Volcanic peak
Labor
Eleclrilied
particle
23 Schemes
25 Capitol Hill man
26 Dinner course
27 Eliminate a
vowel
28 Deadly gas
29 Smidgen
31 Lama land
32 Terre33 Put a border on
38 Prevent.
39 Calendar abbr.
40 Trunk carrier?
43 Ribbon flower
45 Heavy curtain ol
artillery fire
47 Magazine head
49 "Norma-·
51 Author Zola
53 Chilled

ANSWERS

54
55
56
57

City in Alaska
Follow
American Indian
Angered

58 Carol
59 Dislike
62 Madison Ave.
output

CH A 0 S by Brian Shuster

C&J's·
~Dag.

Pic:k-Up Line
"Hey babe,
I'm like ritilk,

..

Mr.Moon'

-e2!t-1
,,

I do your bo.dy
9ootl !''
"Well, yes, but isn't this the freshest honey you've ever
tasted?"
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Whether your family is coming
or not. enjoy fun activities including:

CASINO NIGHT IN THE CAF'
Saturday, October ~1 • 8:30 - 12:30
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